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It Ate My Sister Jan 27 2022 "I have an older sister. Her name is Ellen. We don't get along..." The 100% true autobiography of an award-winning author and professional liar. Includes Halloween stories like "Runninghead" and "The Haunted Playground, plus the
novella "Ellen vs. the Snakes!"
Glimpses of Oneida Life Jul 09 2020 Glimpses of Oneida Life is a remarkable compilation of modern stories of community life at the Oneida Nation of the Thames Settlement and the surrounding area. With topics ranging from work experiences and Oneida
customs to pranks, humorous encounters, and ghost stories, these fifty-two unscripted narrations and conversations in Oneida represent a rare collection of first-hand Iroquoian reflections on aspects of daily life and culture not found in print elsewhere. Each text is
presented in Oneida with both an interlinear, word-by-word translation and a more colloquial translation in English. The book also contains a grammatical sketch of the Oneida language by Karin Michelson, co-author of the Oneida-English/English-Oneida
Dictionary, that describes how words are structured and combined into larger linguistic structures, thus allowing Glimpses to be used as a teaching text as well. The engrossing tales in Glimpses of Oneida Life will be a valuable resource for linguists and language
learners, a useful source for those studying the history and culture of Iroquois people in the twentieth-century, and an entertaining read for anyone interested in everyday First Nations life in southern Ontario.
Who Ate My Grapes? Mar 29 2022 Hear What the Critics are Saying "Very heart-warming stories; not only was this book inspirational, but it was also incredibly helpful. I would highly recommend it to anyone who is lost and needs to find themselves. Amazing
Book." -Mary Jones -Valley Daily News "I enjoyed this motivational book quite a bit. My favorite story was the one about the Peanut Butter And Jelly sandwiches. Five Stars." -Judy B. Cohen –Elite Media Group "This was a very up-lifting and inspirational book. It
both motivated and taught me to think outside of the box. A Must Read." -Dave Baker -Book Bloggers of America "I was really moved by some of the stories; what I like about this book is that some of the stories where motivational and others were just about
teaching a specific lesson. Ten Thumbs Up." -Debra Eisner -Literary Times Inc. "Very inspiring book with great stories; I Highly Recommend this one to anybody who likes to read, and whose soul needs a bit of healing." -Emma Righter -Writers United Group "I
liked a lot of the stories; my favorite was the one about the Gumballs; since I'm in sales, it made a lot of sense to me. This is definitely one book you will not regret buying. Great Book!" -Carl Mosner –Readers Cove Unlimited "This was a great book. I really enjoyed
the stories, and the lessons were very helpful. It's a Wonderful Book that really makes you think." -Lee Ratner –Daily Media Trends, Inc. Editorial Review Who Ate My Grapes? Is a book that will make you laugh and think at the same time. The way the author
explains very complex issues in such a simplistic, easy-to-comprehend fashion is commendable. These are the types of stories that feed our soul. Any generation, young or old, will enjoy this book very much; many of its stories are not only inspiring, but also true. If
you are looking for a book that will not only inspire you, but will also challenge the way you view the world, then this is the book for you. A Must Read! Jim S. Stein About the Book If you loved the Chicken-Soup for the Soul series, then you'll love Who Ate My
Grapes? It's a book full of motivational short stories that will not only inspire and motivate you, but will also give you great practical advice on everyday situations. This book is extremely funny in some parts; and yet, very deep and thought provoking in others. It
will elicit numerous emotions from its readers and shed more light on solutions to problems we face on a day to day basis. If you're looking for a book that will not only motivate your soul, but also cultivate your mind, then look no further. Who Ate My Grapes? Will
leave you both inspired, and prepared. Author's Favorite Quote "Life is a comedy to those who think; a tragedy to those who feel."
TIME: MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF CURERENT TOPICS, LITERATURE & ART Aug 29 2019
The Monster Who Ate My Peas Mar 17 2021 This hilarious picture book from author Danny Schnitzlein will have picky eaters begging for more. What do you dread eating the most? For one young boy, it's peas, but he's discovered a seemingly simple solution. He
makes a bargain with a fiendishly funny monster who will eat the boy's peas in exchange for his soccer ball. But soon, peas are on the menu again and with each new encounter, the monster's demands escalate. Eventually, our hero faces a daunting decision?can he
conquer his loathing for peas, or will he lose his most prized possession? Danny Schnitzlein's verse combines with Matt Faulkner's uproariously detailed illustrations to create a clever story about how far we're willing to go to avoid the things we hate.
Wide Awake Dec 02 2019 Includes "1 albertype (identified as Forbes in the plate) portrait of U.S. Grant and identified as such in the table of contents. ..."--Hanson Collection catalog, p. 83.
The Rabbit Ate My Snow Pants Jul 01 2022 It's the last day of Winter Break and twelve-year-old Drew Montgomery can't wait for it to end--not because he's dying to go back to school, but because he can't wait for his annoying cousins to go home. Next to them, his
little sister Libby seems like an angel. But just as they're about to leave, a freak snowstorm buries Douglas Bay in two feet of snow, grounding flights, closing highways, and cancelling school. Now nobody's going anywhere for another week. Will Drew survive being
housebound with four stressed-out adults, five rambunctious kids, and two naughty rabbits?
The Brain That Ate My Best Friend's Mind Dec 26 2021 While two seventh-grade students research a report on the brain’s functions, dimwitted Sal falls under the telepathic control of a virtual brain, which gives him super-genius powers to command other people
and implement the brain’s plans of world domination. Once the town of Galena, Illinois is under the brain’s rule, Sal’s best friend, the manipulative Jake, bravely struggles to defeat the evil brain and its legion of brain-zombies in a series of funny and strange
situations. Find out if Jake can outsmart the biggest brain on the planet in award-winning writer J Louis Messina’s B-sci-fi tale THE BRAIN THAT ATE MY BEST FRIEND’S MIND.
A Whale Ate the Moon. Oct 24 2021 Women run the world, men are second class persons and the gated super-rich own all. The living standards of the world have fallen to minimal levels, owning books is prohibited and romantic liaisons between the sexes are
considered treasonable. Catherine Nesbit, paddle operator for the venal Lazarus Resuscitation Syndicate, is secretly observed and selected on account of her curiosity and perseverance. She is railroaded into slavery in a heavily defended community in the Nubian
desert where she becomes a mediator between the invading Turkish military forces and the ruling class. Although the lively, humorous novel plays in the future, life then mirrors our present in this light-hearted adventure, exposing greed and exploitation as the major
driving forces of society.
Chinook texts May 19 2021
My Homework Ate My Dog! Apr 29 2022 For fans of Harry Potter, Goosebumps, and A Series of Unfortunate Events, this page-turning fantasy novel for ages 8-12 will keep young readers turning every page and cheering in triumph. Rudy Berkman thought he was
the luckiest kid in the world when his family moved to Danville, recently named "The Best City in the World." There is no crime and the schools are considered the best in the nation. The only problem is, all the kids at Danville Junior High act like mindless robots
and his teachers seem to want him dead! When an enchanted homework comes to life and 'eats' his dog alive, Rudy embarks on a dangerous quest with his kooky grandpa and the school bully to rescue his beloved best friend from a greater evil than he could ever
imagine. This action-packed adventure is ideal for reluctant readers, superhero fans, and anyone who is looking for the next magical story after finishing Harry Potter.
Aliens Ate My Homework Aug 02 2022 Kelly Donovan wants to save the Earth from aliens, but her plan has a serious snag—she needs to do it before bedtime. It’s been a few weeks since the Nolmek scattered giant crystals around the world that unintentionally
gave some people super powers. They also nearly eliminated war and shared technology to solve famine, drought, and pollution, so pretty much everyone loves them. Alas, the aliens didn’t visit Earth purely out of kindness. They needed a primitive species to enslave.
Kelly discovers they’re speeding up their plans, already abducting people from the super-prison right out from under the cops’ noses, the same prison her mad-scientist father is stuck in. She’s desperate to protect him, but unfortunately, no one is willing to believe the
Nolmek could be bad guys. Worse, they know she’s on to them. If she can’t find proof of the aliens’ plan, stop the invasion, and be in bed before nine, she faces worse than the enslavement of humanity—she’ll be grounded.
Grimm's Household Tales Oct 31 2019
The Boy Who Ate the World Apr 17 2021 Herman Oof is a giant. Sarah is a girl. Herman needs 140 hamburgers and 200 glasses of milk for a snack. Sarah does not. Herman takes to swallowing up entire cities and continents and drinking up lakes and oceans. Sarah
is not amused. Herman has eaten her dog. When the island of Japan is all that's left of the world, Herman confesses that he might burst if he eats another bite. "You'd burst?" Sarah asks "Absolutely." Herman replies. An idea is born. Sarah realizes that it just might be
possible to restore the world with a loud WHOOSH and only a few teeth marks as proof of what might have been. Pierre Pratt's inventive illustrations are the perfect accompaniment to this entertaining warning about the dangers of global over-consumption.
The Waverley Novels Sep 30 2019

The Rabbit Ate My Hall Pass (The Rabbit Ate My ... Book 3) Sep 03 2022 Drew Montgomery is starting grade seven. New school. New kids. He can finally be cool. At least that’s what his best friend Quentin promises. He’s got a whole set of rules for how to be
cool in middle school. Trouble is, the last rule is "No rabbits!" Now Drew has to pretend his pet rabbits, Tiny and Parsley, don't exist--or risk being uncool forever. And if navigating the complexities of middle school isn't hard enough, his annoying little sister, Libby,
has started a campaign to prove that rabbits are the best pets ever. And Drew's other best friend, Tabitha, is helping her. Now Drew must choose between his two friends, between lying and telling the truth, and between being "cool" and just being himself. All while
staying out of the vice-principal's office. preteen humorous middle grade novel ebook for boys and girls children's funny pet bunny rabbit chapter book reader for kids baby animal first pets rescue tales seventh grade starting middle school making friends rules bullies
trouble humor story hilarious contemporary fiction for ages 9-12 siblings family friendship values The Rabbit Ate My Series
Nostradamus Ate My Hamster Jan 15 2021 Robert wants to be a star in the movies. He has invented a system with his computer that could put the old stars back on the screen, alongside him. He has the script and the money, but Hollywood isn't keen. Could the
perfect partnership lie with Ernest Fudgepacker of Fudgepacker's Emporium?
Stalin Ate My Homework Nov 12 2020 The Sayles might not have been the only Jewish atheist communist family in Liverpool, but Alexei knew from an early age that they were one of the more eccentric. Born on the day egg rationing came to an end, Alexei was
the only child of Joe, an affable trade unionist who led the family on railway expeditions across eastern Europe, and Molly, a hot-tempered red-head who terrified teachers and insisted Alexei see the Red Army Choir instead of the Beatles. Perceptive and hilarious,
this is a portrait of a family, a city, a country and a continent going through enormous changes.
The Border Patrol Ate My Dust Feb 25 2022 In 1979, Mexican President José López Portilla assured his compatriots that the prosperity of the petroleum boom would reach every corner of the Republic of Mexico. The mother of the narrator in the first passage asks,
"Do you believe what the president says?" The young narrator listens agape at the president's statements, while his work-weary parents contemplate a trip to el Norte. When the promised prosperity doesn't reach the corners of San Luis Potosí, the narrator sets out with
his father to try to improve their finances. With the dream of the wealthy Hollywood that he sees on television tucked in his pocket, he, along with the other narrators in this collection of Spanish language testimonials, struggles to reach the United States. Radio
personality Alicia Alarcón invited listeners who had migrated to the United States to call and share their stories. In these pages, Alarcón collects the footsteps of these travelers, through their flight and their falls. Their stories highlight the true American experience for
immigrants from all over South and Central America who decide to leave their respective homelands. These intriguing but heartbreaking passages reveal young and old, men and women, who must overcome the impossible as they hope to find a better place than the
one they've left behind. These difficult and gritty stories are the stories of the successful, the ones who make it across, past the natural and the bureaucratic obstacles along the border, only to scratch together lives on the other side.
My Mother She Killed Me, My Father He Ate Me Jul 21 2021 The fairy tale lives again in this book of forty new stories by some of the biggest names in contemporary fiction. Neil Gaiman, “Orange” Aimee Bender, “The Color Master” Joyce Carol Oates, “Bluebearded Lover” Michael Cunningham, “The Wild Swans” These and more than thirty other stories by Francine Prose, Kelly Link, Jim Shepard, Lydia Millet, and many other extraordinary writers make up this thrilling celebration of fairy tales—the ultimate literary
costume party. Spinning houses and talking birds. Whispered secrets and borrowed hope. Here are new stories sewn from old skins, gathered by visionary editor Kate Bernheimer and inspired by everything from Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen” and
“The Little Match Girl” to Charles Perrault’s “Bluebeard” and “Cinderella” to the Brothers Grimm’s “Hansel and Gretel” and “Rumpelstiltskin” to fairy tales by Goethe and Calvino and from China, Japan, Vietnam, Russia, Norway, and Mexico. Fairy tales are our
oldest literary tradition, and yet they chart the imaginative frontiers of the twenty-first century as powerfully as they evoke our earliest encounters with literature. This exhilarating collection restores their place in the literary canon.
'...Then He Ate My Boy Entrancers' Oct 04 2022 Featuring the confessions of crazy but lovable Georgia Nicolson, this is a funny book. Laugh at Georgia's tales from her trip to Hamburger-a-gogo land (the US) and her attempts to entice Masimo, the Italian stallion.
Can Georgia become the composed sex-kitten she aspires to be?
St. Nicholas Dec 14 2020
My Homework Ate My Homework May 31 2022 Math is not ten-year-old Zaritza's best subject. When her teacher, Mr. Phinney, offers extra credit to whomever takes the class ferret, Bandito, home over the weekend, she jumps at the opportunity. Unfortunately,
taking care of this particular animal is as boring as school itself. All it does is eat, sleep, and lick itself. So when Zaritza accidentally leaves Bandito's cage open and the ferret goes missing, she blames everyone else, including her three-year-old sister. And her excuses
get bigger and bigger. But when her mom finds out that there is a ferret on the loose, Zaritza better find her class pet fast!
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Jun 27 2019 The all-time classic picture book, from generation to generation, sold somewhere in the world every 30 seconds! Have you shared it with a child or grandchild in your life? For the first time, Eric Carle's The Very Hungry
Caterpillar is now available in e-book format, perfect for storytime anywhere. This classic story of a famished caterpillar who eats his way through a week of various foods makes the perfect addition to your child's digital library, easily available to read again and
again.
The Timeless Book One: Frost Rising Sep 10 2020
Diprose's annual book of fun, facts & fiction [afterw.] Diprose's annual Aug 10 2020
The Boy Who Ate Everything Jul 29 2019 Let the whole family sit down with this beautifully illustrated, heart warming tale featuring memorable characters on adventures that will delight the whole family!
A Dinosaur Ate My Sister Sep 22 2021 A Dinosaur Ate My Sister is the first book selected in the Marcus Rashford Book Club. 'The perfect story to escape into and find adventure. Pooja is super talented and I'm a big fan!' - Marcus Rashford MBE This brilliantly
illustrated, laugh-out-loud, wacky adventure through time by Pooja Puri is the perfect blend of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy and Jurassic Park. Before you start reading, there are a few things you should know: 1. I, Esha Verma, am a genius inventor
extraordinaire. 2. There is nothing I cannot invent. This includes words. 3. I did not mean to send my sister back to the Age of the Dinosaurs. That was HER OWN FAULT (Mum and Dad, if you’re reading this, please take note). Esha Verma, her snotty apprentice
Broccoli and his cunning pet tortoise have a dream. They are going to win the legendary Brain Trophy – the ultimate inventing prize. This year's entry: A TIME MACHINE. But the day before the competition, Esha's IGNORAMUS big sister hijacks the time machine
and is lost in the Cretaceous age. With help from a new recruit for The Office of Time, Esha and Broccoli will have to face hungry dinosaurs, mysterious black holes and malfunctioning inventions to get them back in time. The Marcus Rashford Book Club is a
collaboration between Marcus Rashford and Macmillan Children's Books, inspiring children to develop a love of reading and literacy as a life skill.
My Mother She Killed Me, My Father He Ate Me Aug 22 2021 The fairy tale lives again in this book of forty new stories by some of the biggest names in contemporary fiction. Neil Gaiman, “Orange” Aimee Bender, “The Color Master” Joyce Carol Oates, “Bluebearded Lover” Michael Cunningham, “The Wild Swans” These and more than thirty other stories by Francine Prose, Kelly Link, Jim Shepard, Lydia Millet, and many other extraordinary writers make up this thrilling celebration of fairy tales—the ultimate literary
costume party. Spinning houses and talking birds. Whispered secrets and borrowed hope. Here are new stories sewn from old skins, gathered by visionary editor Kate Bernheimer and inspired by everything from Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen” and
“The Little Match Girl” to Charles Perrault’s “Bluebeard” and “Cinderella” to the Brothers Grimm’s “Hansel and Gretel” and “Rumpelstiltskin” to fairy tales by Goethe and Calvino and from China, Japan, Vietnam, Russia, Norway, and Mexico. Fairy tales are our
oldest literary tradition, and yet they chart the imaginative frontiers of the twenty-first century as powerfully as they evoke our earliest encounters with literature. This exhilarating collection restores their place in the literary canon.
New Folklore Researches: Folk-prose Jun 07 2020
I Just Ate My Friend Nov 05 2022 SHORT-LISTED: CBCA Book of the Year, Crichton Award for New Illustrators, 2018 I just ate my friend. He was a good friend. But now he is gone. Would you be my friend? A hilarious story about the search for friendship and
belonging... and maybe a little bit about the importance of impulse control... from an amazing new creator.
The Fairy Book May 07 2020
A Zombie Ate My Homework (Project Z #1) Apr 05 2020 Arnold Z. Ombee has escaped a secret government zombie project -- but now can he survive human elementary school?
The Vampire Ate My Homework Nov 24 2021 "Kersville Elementary School has a problem: there's a very hungry vampire on the loose! But this creature doesn't thirst for blood. Instead, he's been eating the students' homework! Can Desmond Cole stop the monster
from turning everyone's work into food for thought?"-Belgravia Mar 05 2020
A Complete Grade Course in English Grammar and Composition Feb 02 2020
The Clay-worker Feb 13 2021
This Book Just Ate My Dog! Jun 19 2021 In this wonderfully inventive book, Bella is taking her dog for a stroll across the page but halfway across, he disappears! Unable to quite believe what's just happened Bella watches, transfixed, with changing emotions of
surprise, indignation, moments of renewed hope (as the authorities arrive to take control) followed by shock (as they too succumb to the book's inexplicable behaviour) and finally action when Bella marches toward the dangerous middle of the book . . . only to
disappear herself! At this point, the book has consumed its characters and it's down to the reader to step in to help. A note from Bella appears directly appealing for assistance and, with a rigorous shake, the characters reappear. Normality is restored and Bella is
finally able to take her dog for an uninterrupted walk . . . or is she?!
A Complete Graded Course in English Grammar and Composition Jan 03 2020
The Divine Liturgy. A Manual of Devotions for the Sacrament of the Altar; from Ancient Sources ... Oct 12 2020
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